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Abstract. Governments have established Open Government Data Portals
(OGDP) to open various types of datasets that can be used to increase trans-
parency, accountability, and innovation. OGDP is becoming a strategic program
for citizen engagement and empowering users. Nevertheless, many OGDP archi-
tectures focus merely on publishing data and do not support the actual data use.
Therefore, this paper aims to develop a reference architecture (RA) that takes a
broader set of requirements aimed at enabling the use of open data into account.
The RA consists of recommended structures and integrations of the end-to-end
user interactions and services. In this research, we use the DKAN open data man-
agement platform as the basis to design a full suite of cataloguing and visualising
the end-to-end user interactions. Five layers are proposed providing functionali-
ties for using data. Whereas most portals are focused on releasing data, our RA is
focused on empowering users by providing functionalities for the use of data.

Keywords: Reference architecture · Open data · Portal · DKAN · End-user

1 Introduction

Governments provide and maintain vast amounts of datasets in the Open Government
Data Portal (OGDP). The government has started implementing open data initiatives and
also setting up open data portals tomake these data available in the open by default and in
reusable formats [1, 2]. TheOGDP is an onlinemanagement platform that assists end-to-
end users in accessing the categorical datasets provided by the government organisation
[3, 4]. These categorical datasets such as transportation, education, funding, geospatial,
city taxes, energy, and COVID-19 outbreaks present the data openly and freely to the
end-users. The OGDP encloses information of interest to the end-users, such as data
scientists, data stewards, researchers and university students, business owners, non-profit
organisations, and journalists. Theoretically, the simplest OGDP is a dataset catalogue
with instructions for how end-users can access, search, download, and use the data in
various file formats, such as CSV, PDF, XML, and JSON [5, 6].
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Yet, the usage ofOGDP lags behind as the primary focus on opening data and the user
view is given less attention [7]. In order to build successful open data portals, systematic
evaluation is necessary to understand them better, assess the types of value they generate
and identify what services need to be made to improve them. However, many non-trivial
procedures must be considered in the course of execution of the (OGD) movement,
including using the OGDP management platform and classifying the end-to-end user’s
interactions. Several characteristics of goodOGDP refers to (1) the use of open standards
and access to the dataset without human complicity [8, 9], (2) the straightforward and
unsupervised portal to understand for the end-to-end users [10], and (3) data should be
presented in clear structures and metadata [4, 10].

Ideally, OGDP should not be a practical or technical burden for end-to-end users.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to develop a RA for OGDP that aims to facilitate
the use of OGD. The RA consists of five main layers which focus on different aspects of
enabling the use of OGD. The five main layers of the RA developed in this paper include
data collection, data lake, data management, data analysis and modelling, and data
visualisation. These five major layers are supposed to support and relate to each other to
orchestrate the use of OGDP. Furthermore, to ensure the complicity of end-to-end users
in the implementation of the OGDP, we included the involvement of several open data
stakeholders, such as data scientists, data engineers, researchers, data stewards, business
owners, communities, data enthusiasts, and parents. These types of OGDP stakeholders
represent the end-user-oriented in collecting, managing, analysing, and using open data.

In general terms, a RA in the field of software architecture refers to a list of functions
and several indications and their interactions with each other [11]. Reference architec-
tures for a domain capture the fundamental sub-systems shared by all systems within
that domain as well as their interrelationships [12]. A RA is useful for both maintenance
and design. It can improve understanding of a system, and it can be used to set up new
systems and re-engineer existing systems [13]. In this study, an OGDP reference archi-
tecture can be defined as a fundamental architecture that captures relationships between
the five main layers of developing OGDP, including the involvement of representative
stakeholders.

This researchmay contribute to government organisations and respected researchers’
understanding of the RA for the OGDP development and provide recommendations
related to its RA development. The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 1 presents
the current issues and problems, Sect. 2 reviews related literature background, Sect. 3
proposes the research approach, Sect. 4 summarises the RA. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Theoretical Background

Open data portals are a web-based system that collects data from a variety of sources
in various forms and publish data to be used by users interacting with a user interface
dashboard [14]. Open data portals must be considered rigorous architectures and infras-
tructures as interactions between governments and external users. They should be able
to allow or disable operations and establish a range of possible data uses, and unlocking
the promise of open data requires the capacity to locate relevant data [14, 15]. Therefore,
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one endeavour to make these datasets more accessible and easier to reuse is to provide
an open data gateway of available datasets [4, 9].

Despite the excitement generated by the availability of an ever-increasing amount of
freely available data in the open data portal, several critical problems, such as unstruc-
tured metadata and data sources, have emerged to address the emerging issue of low
quality in the available data portal, which is a severe disadvantage that might derail
the open data portal development [2, 3, 16]. Similarly, there is a wide range of content,
functionality, and technical standards among the various data management systems used
by open data portals [14, 17]. For that reason, a re-designing and benchmarking frame-
work or available data architecture are required to understand quality issues in open data
portals better and investigate the impact of improvement approaches [9, 18].

A reference architecture frequently consists of a list of system functions and some
indication of their end-user interfaces and their interactions with each other [13]. Ref-
erence architectures explain how to use specific patterns and methods to tackle specific
types of challenges [19]. As a result, it can be used to reference the individual designs
that businesses or organisations will use to solve their deficiencies [11, 13].

In the domain of OGDP, a RA is an abstract design that provides a frame of open data
reference, commonvocabulary, reusable structures, and end-user best practices compiled
in rigorous layers for designing specific instances. Besides, multiple stakeholders of the
OGDP, from data engineers to data analysts, should be able to access and comprehend
the defined RA layers. Therefore, a RA should be explicit and technically tangible [13].
At the same time, the task at hand is to design a RA that is both generic and actual while
still including specific information [11].

3 Research Approach

This research aims to develop a RA for OGDP. First and foremost, the challenge faced in
this study was derived from the previous study literature. Therefore, we use a Systematic
Literature Review (SLR), which follows three primary sequential steps: data collection
and identification, screening for eligibility, and deductive and inductive coding [20]. The
objective of this SLR process is to define some terminologies using three main Boolean
keywords operator: “open government data portal” AND “reference architecture”. In
this step, the inclusion was limited to English-language scientific journals using Sco-
pus based gateway. Based on the data collection step using the Boolean operator, we
acquired (n = 137 articles). Furthermore, we filtered our prior 137 articles by screen-
ing abstracts without explicit reference to “end-to-end user” (n = 88 articles). In the
final step, we filtered the full-text version by excluding articles without comparing their
research objective and empirical research. We finally found (n = 24) eligible papers by
performing this PRISMA protocol.

The findings of this literature study were used to develop an OGDP RA. Thereafter,
we also conducted content analysis for some references related to OpenData Portal man-
agement and platforms, such as Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN),
Git Data Publisher, Socrata, OpenDataSoft, and Drupal-based Knowledge Archive Net-
work (DKAN)Platform.This study aims to design interactions and relationships between
open data portal communication and end-users. Therefore, we selected and followed the
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DKAN Platform because: (1) it is an open data platform that enables data providers
like governments to easily share data with the general public with a comprehensive set
of cataloging, publishing, and visualization tools [21], and it is suitable to create an
independent interconnection between the proposed RA and the roles of the OGDP users
[21]. Although DKAN is criticised and has shortcomings, we opted for using DKAN
as a starting point as many portals make use of this platform [22]. The RA can then be
used to extend the DKAN platform. The DKAN platform that is used as the basis con-
sist of three main elements [21, 23]: (1) DKAN Dataset Content Types, which contains
the actual dataset and resource types and fields to develop layer 1 (data collection) and
layer 2 (data lake), (2) The DKAN Dataset Representational State Transfer (REST) API
and management, which defines the REST interface to integrate and protect data in the
ODGP (layer 3), (3) The DKAN Dataset Groups, which combine both dataset analysis
and site users including data visualisation (layer 4 and 5).

4 OGDP Reference Architecture

Implementing a RA within an organisation can boost productivity by using a proven
solution and providing governance to ensure the consistency and applicability of the
technology. Theoretically, a RA aids as an elementary guide to developing Information
Technology (IT) systems and infrastructures. Therefore, in this paper, the RA proposed
the highest level of abstraction and architectural guidance in developing OGDP rather
than describing a system in detail or providing a detailed diagram of the interconnection
among the layers and actors involved.

This study proposed the OGDP reference architecture consisting of five main layers
that represent the data science life cycle: data collection, data lake, data management,
data analysis and model, and data visualisation. In Fig. 1, we show the RA we derived.
It consists of five major sub-systems plus their relationships focused on enabling the
use of open data. These five layers were represented the DKAN open data management
platform. Basically, there will be two primary roles of the representative stakeholders in
this RA. First, the internal open data stakeholders such as data engineer, data steward, and
data analyst are able to access, modify, and configure the selected datasets. In this part,
the internal stakeholders can collect, store, manage, analyse, and visualise the dataset
based on the specific role. For example, in the layer 1 (data collection), data engineer
can extract, transform, and load the dataset to generate several specific file formats
such as PDF, CSV, XLS, XML, and JSON. At the same time, data engineer can also
manage the dataset to create a metadata, DKAN architecture, and ensure the security
of the data. Second, the external open data stakeholders such as researchers, business
owners, journalists, communities, and other potential public actors’ domain, they all can
access, download, and reuse the provided datasets in the OGDP. For example, in the
layer 4 (data visualisation), journalists can find and view the selected categorical dataset
related to the weather forecast to report the updated news. In this layer, OGDP provides a
quantitative-based visualisation through the charts, graphs, and maps. At the same time,
the OGDP also serves the dataset into a qualitative-based visualisation by figuring it via
infographics, word clouds, and sentiment mapping.
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Fig. 1. Reference architecture of the OGDP

• Layer 1. Data Collection
The primary layer of the OGDP reference architecture is data collection. In this layer,
data providers collect,monitor, and analyse accurate data fromvarious sources.As part
of data collection, data providers have to specify what types of data will be collected,
where they will obtain data, and how they will collect it. We defined three sub-systems
in this first level: (1) extract, transform, load (ETL). The ETL process is an integration
process that compiles data from multiple sources into a single, consistent data store
that can then be uploaded to a data warehouse. Thus, in this layer, the objective of the
ETL process is to enhance data quality by performing data cleansing before loading
the data into the data lake; (2) file format data that refers to a standard of file extension
to arrange logically within a file. File formats also describe the structure and type
of data that can be stored in a file. There may be a header, metadata, and saved
content in a typical file structure. In the case of OGDP, there have been several file
formats structured by the data providers, such as Comma-separated Values (CSV),
eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Portable Document Format (PDF), Microsoft
Excel Format (XLS), Keyhole Markup Language (KML), JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON), GeoJSON; (3) linked open data and relational database. In this sub-system,
the OGDP should be able to integrate the data with other sources (other OGDPs) to
provide specific context. The benefit derives from the open linked data that end-users
like researchers and journalists can discover more expected and related data while
accessing the OGDP.

• Layer 2. Data Lake
In the second layer, data lake is used to collect and integrate data from the first
layer. Essentially, a data lake is a central repository containing many raw data in its
original format. In general, data lakes differ from traditional data warehouses in that
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they use flat architectures and object storage to store data [24]. The most important
aspect of data lakes is open format, avoiding the lock-in that comes with proprietary
systems like data warehouses. We identified four sub-systems in this data lake layer:
structured, unstructured, semi-structured, and streaming data. Structured data refers
to data that can be analysed effectively because its elements can be addressed easily.
For instance, a structured table with rows and columns can store all the information
that can be found in database SQL. Therefore, fields within the table can be mapped
easily and have relational keys. Furthermore, unlike structured data, unstructured data
lacks a predefined structure. Consequently, it’s unsuitable for mainstream relational
databases. However, since many data providers have unstructured data formats, such
as PDF, DOCX, and Text, in this layer, we also considered keeping these types of data
in the data lake. As such, unstructured data can be stored and managed on alternative
platforms. It is more prevalent in IT systems, and businesses use it in various business
intelligence and analytics application platforms.At this level,we also studied the semi-
structured data. Semi-structured data has some organisation properties that make it
easier to analyse, but it does not reside in a relational database. Some processes can be
stored in relational databases (in XML format, for example), even if semi-structured
data is challenging to store. Besides the three important sub-systems (structured,
unstructured, and semi-structured data), we also provide the diverse data sources and
format known as streaming data. Nowadays, the Internet of Things (IoT) connects
devices in various situations, including cars, factories, homes, retail establishments,
and wearables. These all things collected by sensors in IoT produce many types of
streaming data, such as videos, images, geospatial, and e-commerce data. Therefore,
we provide the streaming data sub-system to represent the need to store the stream
processing the real-time data.

• Layer 3. Data Management
The data management layer represents the techniques for organising, structuring,
securing, integrating, and keeping an organisation’s data. As government organisa-
tions generate and consume data at unprecedented rates, data management solutions
are becoming increasingly important for making sense of massive amounts of data.
After discussing the prior two layers (data collection and data lake), we now provided
five main sub-systems in the data management layer: metadata, security, data archi-
tecture, data integration, and standard. In implementing the OGDP, technically, we
entail establishing policies and procedures to ensure that information can be effec-
tively integrated, accessed, shared, linked, analysed, and maintained throughout the
government institutions. To do so, metadata management can help data engineers to
provide the basic knowledge in identifying and classifying the collected data. At the
same time, the security aspect is also an important issue in the OGDP. The OGDP is
an open-access platform that anyone can access freely without restriction. Opening
more data to the public domain can reap many advantages. However, protecting the
data in the OGDP is not trivial. Therefore, we ensure that the security elements should
be included in this data management layer. We need to configure and protect several
high-level services for external access over the Internet at the hardware level, such
as security firewalls, API services, and data connectors. In the meantime, we are also
required to protect the data by performing pseudonymous algorithms on user access
levels and proposing a regular assessment of the OGDP system. Furthermore, the data
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management layer also deals with the data architecture for developing and organising
the OGDP. In this sub-system, we used DKANOpen Data Platform as an open-source
management platform with a comprehensive set of cataloguing, publishing, and visu-
alisation tools, and therefore, government organisations can simply share data with
the general public. DKAN is a Drupal-based open data portal built on Comprehensive
Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN), the first extensively utilised open data portal
with a mature and rigorous upgrade system. Therefore, DKAN can support the open
data providers in developing an OGDP to organise and customise the collected data.

• Layer 4. Data Analysis and Modelling
In the fourth layer, we designed an essential step in developing the OGDP, namely
data analysis and modelling. Data analysis is analysing, cleansing, manipulating and
modelling data to identify usable information, inform conclusions, and assist decision-
making [14]. This layer proposed fourmain sub-systems: statistics,Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms, and supervised and unsupervised approaches. These data analysis
methods aim to interpret and understand the results of such techniques andmethods for
data collection to make data analysis straightforward, more precise, or accurate, and
all the equipment and outcomes. In the case of OGDP, statistical analysis can be used
to generate predictive analysis using the collected data by performing text analytics,
for instance. In the supervised machine learning, several algorithms can be used such
as linear regression, classification, Naïve Bayesian Model, Random Forest Model,
and Neural Networks. While in the unsupervised machine learning, the algorithms
include exclusive, overlapping, hierarchical, and probabilistic clustering. These are
all methods that can support the data analysis to become more accurate at predicting
outcomes of the collected data. At the same time, this proposed RA can support semi-
supervised learning and reinforcement learning. Therefore, this layer can promote a
small amount of labelled dataset, and perform actions from trial-and-error of data
analysis.

• Layer 5. Data Visualisation
Data visualisation is the last layer of this study’s proposed ODGPS’s reference archi-
tecture. Data visualisation is the presentation layer for the external OGDP end-user,
such as researchers, business owners, journalists, communities, and data enthusiasts.
In this layer, the end-user can freely access, download, and reuse the provided data in
theOGDPplatform. Therefore, this layer is crucial and should be defined and designed
comprehensively. The way OGDP developers approach data visualisation can greatly
impact how thought-provoking and far-reaching the end-user’s conclusions are. Data
visualisation done correctly allows others to understand insights faster, simpler, and
deeper, resulting in increased knowledge retention and a higher possibility of action
being performed as a result. In this layer, we divided the sub-systems of the data
visualisation into two main parts, namely quantitative and qualitative visualisation.
Quantitative refers to numerical-based visualisation displayed through graphs, charts,
tables, and maps. Meanwhile, qualitative data visualisation indicates the textual in
building connections and landing context. Some examplemethods that can be selected
to generate qualitative data visualisation are world clouds, sentiment mapping, info-
graphics, and timelines graphics. Therefore, by using quantitative and qualitative data
visualisation, the OGDP end-users are able to examine the data to obtain additional
insights regarding the information or messages within OGDP.
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Moreover, regarding the end-to-end user design that we approached in the prior
introduction part of this paper, the involvement of the internal and external users can
be seen in Fig. 1. Several studies about developing a RA in information systems and
software domains did not explicitly include the end-to-end user as the primary com-
ponent. The end-to-end user in the OGDP reference architecture presents the roles and
responsibilities of each user, including their privilege in using the OGDP. This paper
identified several actors like data engineers, data stewards, and data scientists (Fig. 1).
For example, data engineers can access, modify, and configure the data in layer 1 (data
collection), layer 2 (data lake), and layer 3 (data management). In contrast, data sci-
entists are responsible for managing layer 4 (data analysis and modelling) and layer 5
(data visualisation). In addition, external end-users, such as researchers, business own-
ers, journalists, community, data enthusiasts, and parents, can all access, download, and
reuse the categorical dataset in the OGDP supported by the data visualisation layer.

5 Conclusion

We started our study from the issues of the quality and non-trivial procedures of the open
data portals in general and their existing system architecture to maintain categorical
datasets. OGDP should not be a practical or technical burden for end-to-end users.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to develop a RA for OGDP. The RA was based
onDKANasmost of the existing portals areDKAN-based. This facilitates the extensions
of existing OGDP to make them more user-oriented. Five main layers of the RA were
formed in this paper, including data collection, data lake, datamanagement, data analysis
and modelling, and data visualisation. These major layers are expected to support and
relate to each other to enable and orchestrate the use of open data. In addition, to make
certain the involvement of end-to-end users in the implementation of the OGDP, we also
involved a number of open data stakeholders, such as data scientists, data engineers,
researchers, data stewards, business owners, communities, data enthusiasts, and parents.

Our next step will be to put the RA into practice. The proposed reference architecture
of theOGDP in this study should be generalisedwith care, not only using a single DKAN
opendata platform.DKANhas shortcomings, and itsmetadatamodel is relatively simple.
For further research, we recommend using and combining other open data platforms,
such as Socrata, Git Data Publisher, and OpenDataSoft, to comprehensively capture
the data management layers and their interaction among the stakeholders. Furthermore,
we recommend developing more comprehensive meta-data models to advance the easy
discovery and use of the OGDP.
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